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Mimbreño China  
The Santa Fe Railway is celebrated in print, song and film as the railroad that opened the great south west, stretching from the Great Lakes 

to the Pacific Ocean. The Santa Fe Railway brought civilization to some of the most spectacular scenery on the continent. Along with the 

railroad came the legendary Fred Harvey Company, operator of the Santa Fe's meal stops, hotels and dining cars. Almost from its  

beginning, the Santa Fe accepted the identity of the old west as its own. Its stations, timetables and trains reflected the Spanish and Indian  

cultures that so fascinated the rest of the country.  

 

Mary E. J. Colter was a pioneer who served both the Santa Fe and the Fred Harvey Trading Company as designer and Indian art expert. Mary Colter combed 

museums for suitably authentic designs, deciding finally on motifs from the ancient tribe of the Mimbres Valley.  

Little is known even today about the Mimbreños, but their pottery was superb. The carefully formed earthenware was decorated with stylized representations of the 

creatures of water, sky and land. Sophisticated geometric borders and the skillful use of low-fire earthtone glazes created a unique style that appealed 

greatly to both Mary Colter and the Santa Fe.  

The Onondaga Pottery Company produced Mimbreño China from 1936 to 1970, exclusively for the Santa Fe Dining Car Department. It was used on all dining 

cars until the end of service in 1971, whereupon it became even more highly coveted in the collector’s market. Today, it is exceedingly rare. Through a special 

agreement with the AT&SF Railway, the HR Coors company is recreating this historic china to the same high standards laid down by Mary Colter.  

Our Mimbreño dining set is the same hotel grade, vitreous china used on the Santa Fe dining cars, and all wares carry the elaborate Santa Fe back stamp.  

El Tovar Dining Room uses the Black and Gray color scheme.  You can take home a piece of history today, by purchasing Mimbreño China from our gift shop.  

Murals  
The murals on the El Tovar dining room walls reflect these customs of four Indian tribes: Hopi-Praying to Hahay ' mana, Mother of all Kachina: Central figure 

is beseeching Ha-hai-mana for a good harvest; Kachina on the left will carry the message to the gods. Girl offers Piki bread to Kachina and the boy is holding a 

melon, which symbolizes good crops. Water jug holds holy water to bless the people.  

Apache-Sun Rise Dance: The two young girls have just reached puberty and will dance all night. During this puberty dance, the four mountain spirit dancers on 

the right will put scars on the wrists of the girls, showing that they are now mature and ready for marriage. Two figures on the left are a drummer and a singer.  

Mohave-Bird Dance or Harvest Dance: Bird dancer and singer are shown on the right. The two girls on the left are giving thanks for a good harvest, while the 

birds clean the fields to show the gods that there has been no waste.  

Navajo-Feather Dance: The Navajo Kachina 'Yah-bits-hi, is depicted as an old man in a mask on the right. The singer in the center of the picture has strings 
attached to his drumsticks so the feathers dance in time to his drumming. The two kneeling figures are making the offering while a spectator, on the left, 

looks on.  

Sandpaintings  
According to the Navajo religion, the Universe is a very delicately balanced thing. If this balance is upset, some disaster – usually an illness will 

result. To restore the balance and harmony means performing one of many Navajo chants or ways. These complex ceremonies involve the use of herbs, prayers, 

songs and sand paintings. The sand painting is done in a careful and sacred manner, according to the ancient knowledge of the art.  

Father Sky and Mother Earth – Father Sky and Mother Earth appear in many sand paintings throughout most of the Navajo Ways, including the Shooting Way, 

Mountain Way and Blessing Way. They are involved because of their strength and all-pervading importance. In the body of Mother Earth are the four sacred 

plants – corn, beans, squash and tobacco and in the body of Father Sky are the constellations, including the Milky Way, the sun and the moon.  

Arrow People (Taken from the Shooting Chant) – The four arrow people in this sand painting are guardian figures.  Their main function is to give added 
protection to the sand painting ceremony in which they appear. The arrows they carry  represent the arrows that the Sun used in the sky; arrows too powerful to be 

entrusted to any hands but his own. Their clothes and ornamentation may differ from painting to painting depending on the purpose of the specific ceremony. 

The foundation on which they stand are rainbows.  


